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In the second half of the nineteenth century, the presence and influence of American 

expatriates intensified (their absolute numbers increased) and broadened (they began to move to 

new geographical areas).  Missionaries were a major part of the expansion, but expatriates 

increasingly had varied motivations.  Beyond the quantitative measures of an increasing 

presence, a meaningful change to American expatriate patterns was the establishment of 

permanent institutions.  The most notable missionary-founded organizations were Robert 

College, Syrian Protestant College (SPC), and the American Farm School.  Furthermore, 

Americans such as architects and classicists similarly created institutions that ensured a long-

term American presence abroad.  The proliferation of American expatriates and the local 

experience and linguistic skills they offered made them valuable resources for U.S. officials.1  

But, with expansion came potential for conflict between these different types of actors, greater 

dangers for expatriates, and increased work for diplomats and consular officials charged with 

protecting them.   

Spread of American “Colonies” 

In contrast to the isolated Americans moving beyond the North American continent in the 

decades before the Civil War, by the second half of the nineteenth century, groups of Americans 

moved abroad to found new communities for religious and ideological reasons.  Adopting the 

language of formal empire to characterize their communities, members and external observers 

 
1 Karine V. Walther, Sacred Interests: The United States and the Islamic World, 1821-1921 (Chapel Hill: University 

of North Carolina Press, 2015), 69. 
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often referred to these groups collectively as “colonies.”  Their imprint was often visible in 

multiple ways as expatriates created “American” churches, schools, newspapers, hospitals, social 

clubs, and stores. In one illustrative late nineteenth century case, American Jews migrated to 

Jerusalem.  There they developed expatriate newspapers such as The Occident and American 

Jewish Advocate.  They also created their own congregation, called the American Congregation-

the Pride of Jerusalem, in 1896.   

Separately, members of what became known as the American Colony in Jerusalem, a 

long-lasting utopian community,  arrived in Jerusalem in late September 1881.  This group of 

Christians from Chicago, led by Horatio and Anna Spafford, settled in the Old City.  In contrast 

to missionaries, the group did not proselytize, which fostered conflict between the communities.2  

The colonists, who had broken from a Presbyterian church in Chicago, had multiple motivations 

for moving there, including Anna Spafford’s dream of traveling to Jerusalem; escaping Horatio’s 

unethical business practices; and their expectation of the Second Coming.3   

Rather than identify closely with a denomination as many missionaries did, the Spaffords 

and their community marked themselves instead by their nationality.  For example, members of 

the Spafford-led group gave their mailing address in 1899 as “c/o The Americans.”4  Later it was 

written as “American Colony, Jerusalem, Palestine.”  According to Bertha, Anna Spafford’s 

daughter, “The local people first called us the Americans, later they added the American Colony.  

We had not taken that name.  We were as yet unique in our approach to the people and perhaps 

on that account we were misunderstood in certain circles.”5   

 
2 Bertha Spafford Vester, Our Jerusalem: An American Family in the Holy City, 1881-1949 (Garden City: 

Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1950), 115. 
3 Odd Karsten Tveit, Anna’s House: The American Colony in Jerusalem Trans by Peter Scott-Hansen (Nicosia: 

Rimal Publications, 2011), 51. 
4 Letter to Spafford, June 30, 1899, Folder 4, Box 2, Part II, American Colony in Jerusalem Records, Library of 

Congress, Washington, DC (hereafter ACJ). 
5 Vester, Our Jerusalem, 114. 
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The American colonists were not warmly welcomed by Protestant American missionaries 

or some U.S. consuls in Jerusalem, and over time the relationship between the colonists and local 

U.S. officials became the most adversarial identified in the course of researching this book.  U.S. 

Consul Selah Merrill, a congregational minister, was skeptical of the colonists from the outset 

based on what he heard from associates in Chicago and some who left the colony.  He was 

particularly worried about what he perceived as their attitudes about marriage and “free love.”6  

Some of the tension centered on the lack of missionary activity by the colonists and questions 

about their marital and sexual practices.  From the perspective of the colonists, they suffered 

“continued religious persecution” from Merrill and others.7   

Horatio Spafford died on September 25, 1888 after seven years living in Jerusalem. 

Because the Americans believed that the Second Coming would occur soon after their arrival, 

they had not worked to find burial space, which would foster an ongoing dispute addressed 

below.8  After Horatio’s death, Anna took on the leadership of the colony.   

As mentioned above, the presence of the colonists caused considerable controversy with 

local missionaries, select U.S. consuls, and some relatives in the United States.  These tensions 

exploded in 1893 when colonist Mary Whiting’s brother David Lingle traveled to Jerusalem to 

induce her to return to the United States and drew Merrill into the family dispute.9  Merrill 

further involved four Americans visiting from SPC to arrest Whiting and remove her from the 

colony’s property.  These men seized Whiting and her children and moved them to a hotel.  

 
6 Lester I. Vogel, To See a Promised Land: Americans and the Holy Land in the Nineteenth Century (University 

Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1993), 157. 
7 Rudy to Hay, October 25, 1897, Folder 5, Box 41, Part II, ACJ. 
8 Tveit, Anna’s House, 99, 148 
9 Jane Fletcher Geniesse, American Priestess: The Extraordinary Story of Anna Spafford and the American Colony 

in Jerusalem (New York: Anchor Books, 2008), 152-3.  The United States established a full consulate in Jerusalem 

in 1857.  Many consuls at the time were focused on commercial activity, which was not the case in Jerusalem and 

the Holy Land.  Vogel, To See a Promised Land, 180. 
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Immediately thereafter members of the colony cabled the secretary of state and consul general in 

Constantinople, seeking their intervention to free her.10  Washington-based officials then 

inquired with Merrill to ask what was occurring.11  Members of the colony and others in 

Jerusalem rallied around Whiting, and she returned.  The State Department in Washington 

promised a quick investigation, and it ultimately told Merrill that he had “acted within your 

jurisdiction.” 12  But, Merrill’s role created an ongoing strain on his relationship with the 

colonists.   

Perhaps due to their shared Presbyterianism, Anna Spafford and the next American 

consul Edwin Wallace were locked in conflict much as she had been with Merrill before.  

Wallace came to believe, as had Merrill, that the colonists were immoral in their sexual 

practices.13  Wallace sent a report to Washington entitled, “Spaffordism – a conclusive exposé of 

the Spaffordite fraud.”14  

The Whiting abduction was one of several incidents about which the colonists raged for 

years with correspondence shuttling around the Middle East and across the Atlantic.  The 

animosity among these Americans was striking for its ferocity and duration, and observers 

differed on the responsibility for the damaged relationship  For example, historian Ruth Kark 

characterizes Merrill as having “bias” against American Jews and other Americans seeking to 

colonize Palestine such as the American Colony in Jerusalem.  She regards Wallace as 

“antagonistic” to the American Colony in Jerusalem.15 

 
10 Merrill to Whiting, August 5, 1893, Folder 1, Box 3, Part II, ACJ; and Rudy to Secretary of State, 14 August 

1893, ibid. 
11 Geniesse, American Priestess, 154-5. 
12 Geniesse, American Priestess, 152-6; and Strobel to Whiting, September 14, 1893, Folder 2, Box 3, Part II, ACJ. 
13 Tveit, Anna’s House, 136-7; and Geniesse, American Priestess, 187. 
14 Tveit, Anna’s House, 138. 
15 Ruth Kark, American Consuls in the Holy Land, 1832-1914 (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1994), 296-7, 

330.  See also Spaffordism, Folder 19, Box 9, Record Group 115, Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PA 

(hereafter PHS). 
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  The second issue that exacerbated already poor relations between the colonists and 

Merrill was a macabre mess surrounding the burial, disinterment, and desecration of the bodies 

of at least eleven colonists buried in a Jerusalem cemetery.  The original cemetery was a relic of 

earlier an American missionary presence in Palestine, which had diminished as American and 

British missionaries competed less and ceded certain territory to one and other – the British 

became more predominant in Palestine and the Americans in Syria and Lebanon.  The American 

missionaries left behind a key to the cemetery with the U.S. consul so that Americans who 

passed away in the region could be buried there.16  In separate incidents, Merrill was said to have 

conducted excavations in the cemetery, thus disturbing the deceased colonists’ bodies, and his 

successor Wallace countenanced the sale of the cemetery and subsequent removal of the bodies 

to a different burial site without informing members of the colony.17  Articulating who she 

blamed, Bertha Spafford is reported to have said, “Mr. Wallace, you have a lot to do with this; 

you are the American consul, and you are the guardian of the American cemetery, you are the 

protector of the rights of American citizens, you are responsible both for our dead and for our 

rights.”18   

The U.S. government, having been a party to the actions, did not help or work to assuage 

the colony members distressed by the mistreatment of their loved ones’ remains.  Instead, it was 

Ottoman official Ismail Bey Husseini who wrote to the president of the United States to protest 

the treatment of deceased colony members’ bodies.19  Anna Spafford sought mediation from the 

State Department in Washington, and a third assistant secretary wrote to her, “The department 

finds it impossible, at this distance, to determine the merits of the controversy between yourself 

 
16 Geniesse, American Priestess, 18-9.8 
17 Board to Eddy, July 8, 1898, Folder 21, Box 9, RG 115, PHS; and Tveit, Anna’s House, 145. 
18 Tveit, Anna’s House, 147. 
19 Geniesse, American Priestess, 202-3. 
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and Consul Wallace, but is willing to send an agency of the department to Jerusalem to look into 

the case.”20  The department tapped the American consul general in Constantinople Charles M. 

Dickinson to investigate.  His internal report suggested that William K. Eddy did not give the 

colonists sufficient notice about the sale of the cemetery or relocation of the bodies.  The 

allegation of mistreatment of the corpses, however, was found to be baseless.21  The Presbyterian 

Board of Foreign Missions similarly investigated the claims and found Eddy not guilty of the 

accusations against him, although the grounds of that finding were not apparent in the archival 

record. 

Journalist Alexander Hume Ford, who visited the colony before writing about it in 

Appleton’s Magazine, labeled the cemetery controversy “The War of the Graveyard.”22  

According to Ford, the colonists were not the only ones sending unceasing letters across the 

Atlantic.  He charged that Merrill also wrote to family of the colonists urging them to cease 

sending any funds to Jerusalem.  In Ford’s telling, Merrill also tried to prevent the colonists from 

flying the stars and stripes above their store.  The piece was extensively illustrated with members 

of the colony working and celebrating, and Ford’s article brought considerable, positive attention 

to the colony.  Anna Spafford’s biographer Jane Geniesse imagines how much frustration the 

Presbyterian missionaries and U.S. officials must have had when Ford’s glowing profile of the 

colony came out.23  Ford characterized the community as a “God-fearing colony of American-

born citizens” who have faced “renewed controversy” from the local consul. 24   

As their community became deeply entrenched in Jerusalem in the absence of a second 

 
20 Tveit, Anna’s House, 149. 
21 Dispatch Extract, December 17, 1898, Folder 20, Box 9, RG 115, PHS. 
22 Alexander Hume Ford, “Our American Colony at Jerusalem,” Appleton’s Magazine VII:6 (December 1906): 649. 
23 Geniesse, American Priestess, 224-8. 
24 Alexander Hume Ford, “Our American Colony at Jerusalem,” Appleton’s Magazine VII:6 (December 1906): 

1643-55. 
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coming, colony members developed as entrepreneurs, serving as guides and photographers a well 

as opening a store, Vester & Co. American Colony Stores in the Grand New Hotel.25  Bertha and 

her husband Frederick Vester’s store funded the construction of a tennis court, the acquisition of 

bicycles, the installation of Jerusalem’s first telephone, and large Fourth of July parties.26  More 

broadly, the colony served as a cultural and social center.  It organized public celebrations for 

Christmas, including pageants, carols, and a large Christmas tree.27  The colonists also ran a 

school that offered English-language education without a fear of proselytization.28  The colonists 

were aided in their interactions with the local community by the perceptions not only that they 

did not proselytize but also that the United States was not an imperial power.29   

The colony’s conflict with the consul continued, and in 1905, he decreed that the 

American flag should be removed from the store and that the colony could not celebrate July 4.30  

The long-running struggle only abated with two developments.   First, the colony finally found a 

new cemetery in 1907, and second, colonist John D. Whiting became a vice consul in Jerusalem 

in 1908.31  Examining the American Colony in Jerusalem reveals the diverse motivations and 

intentions of fervent American believers abroad.  It also demonstrates that tension, rather than 

alliance, could characterize relations between formal and informal representatives of the United 

States. 

Confederados 

An even larger movement of Americans out of their native land occurred southward 

across the Caribbean Sea rather than eastward across the Atlantic.  Instead of a utopian religious 

 
25 Tveit, Anna’s House, 183. 
26 Geniesse, American Priestess, 221-2. 
27 Geniesse, American Priestess, 178. 
28 Geniesse, American Priestess, 180. 
29 Geniesse, American Priestess, 120. 
30 Tveit, Anna’s House, 191. 
31 Tveit, Anna’s House, 196. 
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community, they sought to recreate the Confederate States of America.  They were some of the 

three million people who left the American South after the end of the war.32   

Many Confederados, as they were known, moved to Brazil in groups or colonization 

societies.  In the first decade after the end of the Civil War, at least 154 families relocated 

there.33  “Brazil fever,” as the desire to emigrate there was called, was so pronounced that it 

threatened a brain drain for the former Confederacy.34  One reason that Brazil was appealing to 

former Confederates was that the country still permitted slavery, although the slave trade had 

been abolished in 1850.35  Furthermore, the climate, in terms of both weather and agriculture, 

was familiar.36   

Settlement patterns in Brazil were determined by geographic origin in the United States 

in that those emigrating from Texas often lived together whereas those from Alabama moved 

elsewhere.37 An American expatriate, Charles Nathan, who lived in Rio de Janeiro and had a 

railroad construction business, served as an unofficial ambassador for arriving Americans.  As 

one observer put it, he “became kind of an advisor to the colonists, sometimes settling disputes, 

lending them money, and informing them of the rigors of living in the planned colonies.”38  The 

deep divisions in American society in the middle of the nineteenth century left these American 

emigrants with a complicated identity, as they had long-standing ties to American history but 

 
32 Eugene C. Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1985), 11. 
33 Cyrus B. Dawsey and James M. Dawsey, “Leaving: The Context of the Southern Emigration to Brazil,” in Cyrus 

B. Dawsey and James M. Dawsey, ed. The Confederados: Old South Immigrants in Brazil (Tuscaloosa: The 

University of Alabama Press, 1995), 18. 
34 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 19. 
35 Most Confederados did not become slaveholders in Brazil, but they retained their racial prejudice.  Some newly 

emancipated people emigrated to Brazil with their former masters.  Their motivations, and the degree to which such 

moves were made freely has not been documented.  Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 52, 54. 
36 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 22. 
37 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 58. 
38 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 43. 
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short-term allegiance of the Confederates States of America, rather than the U.S.A.39  One 

American planning to migrate to Brazil described it as the “empire of freedom and plenty” 

“where a gentleman is treated like a gentleman,” perhaps suggesting from his perspective this 

that was not the case in the newly defeated South.40  According to Eugene C. Harter, a former 

American diplomat and descendant of Confederados, “The Confederado community still lived its 

patrician, Old South way,” even calling its properties “plantations.”41   

The Confederados faced many challenges in their new home, including disease, flooding, 

limited markets for their products, and a lack of key agricultural equipment such as ploughs.42  

Confederada Sarah Bellona Smith Ferguson remembered, “The first year was tough as we had to 

get used to so many strange sounds, queer birds and animals.  The food also was so different.”43  

Ferguson recalled that her father was “determined to build a real American house, weather 

boarded, and covered with shingles,” despite the different architectural traditions in their new 

communities.44  Homes built with chimneys became known as “American houses,” emigrants 

retained other architectural details in their homes as well.45   

One significant settlement near Sāo Paulo became known as Americana, signaling the 

durable identity of its inhabitants.  Confederados brought American institutions, such as 

Presbyterian and Methodist churches, with them.  In their new communities they sought  to 

create schools in line with what they perceived as “the perfected institutions” of the United 

 
39 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 69. 
40 William C. Griggs, “Settling: Migration of the McMullan Colonists and Evolution of the Colonies in Brazil,” in 

Dawsey and Dawsey, ed. The Confederados, 51-2. 
41 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 77. 
42 Griggs, “Settling,” 60. 
43 Cyrus B. Dawsey and James M. Dawsey, ed. “The Journey: The Sarah Bellona Smith Ferguson Narrative,” in 

Dawsey and Dawsey, ed. The Confederados, 41. 
44 Dawsey and Dawsey, ed. “The Journey,” 44, 48-9. 
45 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 79. 
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States.46  In Brazil, as happened in Paris, “The American dentist became an institution,” 

according to observer Gilberto Freye.47  The Confederados did make some concessions in their 

new homes.  For example, many Americans in Brazil changed their names to make them more 

pronounceable for Portuguese speakers.  Most learned Portuguese but still spoke English at 

home, for several generations.48   

The status of these Confederados was confused as many did not know if their American 

citizenship had been restored after the war.  Yet, they continued to celebrate the Fourth of July.49  

Their ongoing ties can also be seen in the prominent Americans who visited the community, 

including Secretary of State Elihu Root in 1906 and Governor Jimmy Carter in 1972.  

Descendants of Confederados still commemorate their ancestors with regular celebrations in 

which they wear nineteenth century southern costumes and sing English-language Protestant 

hymns.  Rather than assimilating in Brazil, many retained their American identity.  For some, 

this included the retention of English as a first language, despite the passage of time and small, 

initial community.50   

Beyond Brazil, American Southerners also moved to Venezuela, Mexico, Cuba, and 

British Honduras. After the assassination of Maximilian in Mexico on June 19, 1867, many 

Confederates fled Mexico as it was the royalists who had been most open to their arrival.51  

Cuba, territory that many Americans had long desired, had a particular mystique for these 

Southerners.  Historian Matthew Guterl profiles one Southern slaveholder, Eliza McHatton who 

 
46 James M. Dawsey and Cyrus B. Dawsey, “The Heritage: The Confederados’ Contributions to Brazilian 

Agriculture, Religion, and Education,” in Dawsey and Dawsey, ed. The Confederados, 97; and Harter, The Lost 

Colony of the Confederacy, 70. 
47 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 72. 
48 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 75, 77. 
49 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 85, 97. 
50 Cyrus B. Dawsey and James M. Dawsey, “Introduction,” in Dawsey and Dawsey, ed. The Confederados, 1, 3. 
51 Harter, The Lost Colony of the Confederacy, 17-8; and Ian Tyrell, Transnational Nation: United States History in 

Global Perspective Since 1789  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 90. 
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moved to Cuba in the 1860s, writing, “Eliza’s life in Cuba was illustrative of the nineteenth 

century itself, when national borders were impossibly porous, when citizens of one nation or 

colony were very often landowners or occasional residents in another, and when the United 

States was just one of many white settler colonies or republics struggling to survive.”52   

The colonial government in British Honduras also welcomed Confederado immigrants 

with very favorable land acquisition policies – essentially enabling them to live rent-free for their 

first five years, and an “immigrant committee” was formed to help new arrivals.53  Belize City 

grew into a “boom town” with the advent of American immigrants.54  James Mercier Putnam, an 

earlier American immigrant to British Honduras, sold land to new immigrants through his 

Putnam Immigration Association Limited.  Some settlers in British Honduras traveled back and 

forth to the American South to enlist more immigrants.  In insular settlements away from Belize 

City, immigrants were able to keep practices and values from the American South.  Many 

immigrants sought naturalization but nonetheless hoped to return to the United States in the 

future.55  

Over time British Honduran enthusiasm decreased toward American immigrants.  The 

racism of American immigrants was one issue that created tension with colonists already 

residing there.  British colonists called these American immigrants “Yankees,” which the former 

Confederates did not appreciate.  Many immigrants struggled financially because cotton could 

not be grown in British Honduras and sugar was more complicated than in the U.S. South.  Their 

arrival ultimately reshaped the colony’s economy – sugar production tripled in the five years 

 
52 Matthew Pratt Guterl,  American Mediterranean: Southern Slaveholders in the Age of Emancipation (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 2008), 85-90. 
53 Donald C. Simmons, Jr. Confederate Settlements in British Honduras (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 

Inc., Publishers, 2001), 26, 45. 
54 Simmons, Jr. Confederate Settlements in British Honduras, 48. 
55 Simmons, Jr. Confederate Settlements in British Honduras, 35, 49, 52, 58. 
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after Confederates began to arrive.56   

Profusion of American Expatriates in Europe 

In the same years that American Southerners moved even further South, American 

expatriate numbers swelled in Europe, driven more by expansion of U.S. business interests or 

exploration of culture than a desire to proselytize or flee a new political regime.  These 

differences meant that many of the American expatriates there were wealthier and more focused 

on fostering social and cultural life.  They also formed new communities in these foreign locales 

rather than departing from the United States in pre-arranged groupings. 

Among the high-profile Americans residing in France were hundreds of wealthy 

American women marrying titled but financially poor European men.57  For example, Singer 

sewing machine heiress Winnaretta Singer became the Princesse de Polignac after her marriage 

to a French aristocrat and resided in Paris for decades.58  Women like American Jennie Jerome 

Churchill who married into British aristocracy were referred to as “dollar princesses.”59  Other 

wealthy Americans moved to Europe in the late nineteenth century to educate their children in 

foreign cultures and languages.60 

The size of the American colony in Paris fluctuated, particularly amidst the Franco-

Prussian War (1870-1871), but by the late nineteenth century, it numbered around five thousand.  

As the colony expanded, Americans constructed new institutions, including two Protestant 

churches.  Thomas W. Evans, a prominent American dentist, established a newspaper, the 

 
56 Simmons, Jr. Confederate Settlements in British Honduras, 55-6, 59, 122. 
57 “Personal and Otherwise,” New York Times, June 23, 1907, X4; and “Most of the Twenty-Nine American 

Princesses Have Not Found Marriage a Failure,” Baltimore Sun, February 14, 1909, 17. 
58 Nancy L. Green, The Other Americans in Paris: Businessmen, Countesses, Wayward Youth, 1880-1941 (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2014), 10. 
59 Jane S. Gabin, American Women in Gilded Age London: Expatriates Rediscovered (Gainesville: University Press 

of Florida, 2006), 27. 
60 T. C. Crawford, “Wasting Money Abroad,” Chicago Daily Tribune June 18, 1887, 10. 
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American Register in 1868.  It published for nearly fifty years.  In 1904, two American doctors 

decided to found an American hospital.  In the same year, an American Club of Paris was 

created.  It existed alongside alumni clubs for many American universities and the American 

Women’s Club in Paris.  The community also established multiple libraries, including the 

American Library in Paris and the Chamber of Commerce’s Franklin Library.61  Locals termed a 

stretch of the right bank of the Seine the “American quarter” because American institutions were 

all clustered in that neighborhood.62   

Similar to Paris, London in the 1860s was populated by Americans, including bankers 

and merchants.  Historian Stephen Tuffnell terms them “the London Americans,” and they 

published a newspaper, The London American, with a similar name.63  The other two American-

specific newspapers in London were the Anglo-American Times and the American Register.  

Also, U.S. newspapers such as the New York Herald and New York Tribune had London bureaus 

and published local editions.  Stores catering to Americans’ needs opened such as Jackson’s of 

Piccadilly, which sold “American Fancy Groceries.”  Just as if they were in New York, 

Americans in London could visit an American dentist, have their hair cut by an American barber, 

and utilize an American stenographer.64   

The American community in London was termed a “colony” just as it was in Paris.65  An 

American Society in London opened on Southampton Row near Russell Square and facilitated 

the “transmission of US commerce and culture.”    It met quarterly on Thanksgiving, 

 
61 Green, The Other Americans in Paris, 14-5, 28, 30-1, 38. 
62 Philip M. Katz, From Appomattox to Montmartre: Americans and the Paris Commune (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1998), 26. 
63 Stephen Tuffnell, “Expatriate Foreign Relations: Britain’s American Community and Transnational Approaches 

to the U.S. Civil War,” Diplomatic History 40:4 (November 2016): 635; and Gabin, American Women in Gilded Age 

London, 4. 
64 Gabin, American Women in Gilded Age London, 14. 
65 Dana Cooper, Informal Ambassadors: American Women, Transatlantic Marriages, and Anglo-American 

Relations, 1865-1945 (Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 2014), 39. 
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Washington’s Birthday, the Fourth of July, and Decoration Day, as Memorial Day was 

previously known.66  In 1858, the American Association in London was established as a social 

forum and to assist Americans adrift in Britain.67  The May 1899 marked the beginning of the 

Society of American Women in London, the first American women’s club in Europe; in 1916 it 

became the American Women’s Club.68  Similar to their fellow citizens elsewhere, Americans in 

London hosted July 4th celebrations and marked Washington’s birthday.69   

Many artists and cultural figures made London their home and often forged links with the 

local community.  For example, American artist Julie Helen Heyneman was described upon her 

death as “an unofficial ambassadoress of good will between Britain and this country.”70  

Similarly the painter James McNeill Whistler hosted Sunday breakfasts for fellow artists, friends, 

and family in London and later Paris when he relocated.  The singer Antoinette Sterling retained 

her American identity and expressions and celebrated Thanksgiving regularly.  American 

journalist in London Elizabeth Banks decorated her home in explicit American style with an 

American flag as a cover for her sofa and a picture of George Washington hanging on the wall.71  

Tuffnell argues that Americans abroad may have experienced heightened patriotism or affection 

for the United States given their physical distance.  He cites one American, Abbott Lawrence, 

who said his community “burnished anew our patriotism” and became “better citizens, more 

devoted to the institutions of the country, than when they left their homes.”72   

By 1861, nearly 8,000 Americans resided in Great Britain. Only 1,910 Americans lived 

 
66 Stephen Tuffnell, Made in Britain: Nation and Emigration in Nineteenth-Century America (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 2020), 162-3, 167. 
67 Tuffnell, “Expatriate Foreign Relations,” 642. 
68 Cooper, Informal Ambassadors, 142-3. 
69 Tuffnell, “Expatriate Foreign Relations,” 640-1. 
70 Gabin, American Women in Gilded Age London, 183. 
71 Jane S. Gabin, American Women in Gilded Age London: Expatriates Rediscovered (Gainesville: University Press 

of Florida, 2006), 191. 
72 Tuffnell, Made in Britain, 19. 
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in London, principally involved in the credit sector.73  Therefore many lived beyond London; in 

this era the town of Broadway in the Cotswolds became a mini-American colony.   Elsewhere, 

2,800 Americans lived in Liverpool in 1861, largely connected to the cotton industry.  The 

American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool was a key institution for expatriates, serving as a 

key professional and social space.74   

As with France, many American women moved to Britain for marriage.  Some 588 

unions between American women and British aristocratic men were forged between the end of 

the American Civil War and the outbreak of World War One.  An annual publication listed 

American women who married European aristocrats: Titled Americans: A List of American 

Ladies Who Have Married Foreigners of Rank.  It was first issued in 1890.  As of 1902, a 

Director of Americans Resident in London & Great Britain was also published.75  Historian 

Dana Cooper points out that expatriate women were not “diplomatic leaders” but they did 

“diplomatic work.”76  She writes, “Like formal ambassadors, Anglo-American brides were 

dedicated negotiators; savvy international politicians; and masters of soft power over dinner, 

drinks, and dialogue.”77  In particular, when the Civil War broke out, the American expatriates in 

Britain mobilized on behalf of the Union, including through The London American.  From 

Tuffnell’s perspective, American expatriates in Britain supplemented the efforts of American 

diplomats to foster Anglo-American friendship.78 

Lady Randolph Churchill (formerly Jennie Spencer) was one of the first American 

women to marry into British aristocratic families as of the 1870s.79  Her activities reveal the 
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myriad ways in which American wives in Britain could shape relations between the two 

countries.  In 1895, when there was a war scare, Churchill held dinners at which she “had an 

undeniable and significant calming effect on the situation,” using her soft power to diminish 

Anglo-American tension.80  She published the Anglo-Saxon Review, which was intended to 

further erode differences between Americans and Britons.  Finally, Churchill organized a 

committee to fund the purchase of British hospital ship through American donations at the time 

of the Boer War.81   

American expatriates did not have a significant presence in Africa as trade with the 

continent declined from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, although the navy was deployed in 

1875 to protect U.S. citizens in Monrovia where many had moved through the efforts of the 

American Colonization Society.82  Beyond Liberia, some Baptist and Southern Presbyterian 

missionaries were present in Congo in the late nineteenth century.  In addition the American 

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) sent missionaries to Portuguese East 

Africa in 1879.  American traders were also active in Zanzibar, and Americans moved to South 

Africa in the 1850s to participate in gold mining.  One particularly famous expatriate in late 

nineteenth century Africa was Henry Morton Stanley, a naturalized American citizen who 

explored Africa.  Stanley led an Anglo-American Expedition for the Discovery of the Nile and 

Congo Sources in 1874, an expedition on water under an American flag. After the journey, 

Stanley continued to live in Africa for five years.83  

Institution Building 
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Following patterns of earlier movements by American missionaries discussed in the 

previous chapter, as the nineteenth century progressed, the highest number of American 

Protestant missionaries went to China, with several thousand in service by the beginning of the 

twentieth century.84  A recurring issue as American missionary efforts expanded in China and 

elsewhere was the degree to which their work threatened local communities.  United States faced 

“missionary troubles,” a term used frequently by the State Department in the early 1880s.85  As 

historian Emily Conroy-Krutz puts it, in these years missionaries in China and the Middle East 

created “awkward” problems for U.S. officials.86  With the expansion of the numbers of 

Americans living abroad came rising claims on American protection, for example assistance in 

securing payments for property damaged abroad.87   

In the Ottoman Empire, Christian and Muslim religious officials opposed American 

missionaries’ efforts to convert their members.  Yet, in the 1860s and 1870s Ottoman authorities 

extended the rights of Americans in their empire to own and control entry to property as well as 

to protections in case of arrest.88  Despite the official agreements, American Presbyterians in the 

Ottoman Empire continued to express caution, complaining about seizures and arrests.  Their 

apprehensions raised questions about how strenuously American power did or did not reinforce 

de jure rights of Americans with Ottoman officials.89  American missionaries often framed their 
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frustrations as American institutions being offered lower levels of protection or recognition than 

European powers.90  Presbyterian missionaries did hope for more support from the government.  

For example, that the United States establish a foreign post office in Beirut to distribute mail – 

France, Germany, Britain, Russia, and Austria each had one.91  In the absence of strong and 

effective American representatives, one observer recalls that Robert College president George 

Washburn and SPC president Howard Bliss became “do-it-yourself diplomats” in their dealings 

with British and Ottoman officials.92   

Despite American missionaries’ complaints, the U.S. government was focused on 

protecting them and sent ships to the Ottoman coast in 1895 to signal its concern for U.S. 

citizens.93  The U.S. navy also backed up ABCFM claims for payments for damaged property in 

1897.94  In some instances, positive collaboration between missionaries and government officials 

can be seen.  ABCFM consulted with officials in Washington on a range of issues, including who 

would be appropriate to serve as consuls in the Ottoman Empire.95  The strength of the ties 

among American expatriates and the government’s official representatives potentially helped 

mitigate the threat of religiously-motivated violence against Americans.96  According to historian 

William J. Hourihan, “The words American and missionary in Turkey were practically 

synonymous.”97   
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American missionaries and their work clearly resonated domestically as can be seen in 

the meetings high-level American officials had with them when traveling abroad.  For example, 

when former presidents Ulysses S. Grant and Theodore Roosevelt visited Egypt in 1878 and 

1910 respectively, they each met with missionaries there.98  Missionaries’ work and plight also 

received rhetorical attention from high-level officials.  For example, in his 1893 State of the 

Union message U.S. president Grover Cleveland expressed concern about violence against 

Anatolia College, a school run by American citizens in the Ottoman Empire.99   

The preponderance of expatriates analyzed in this book complemented and advanced 

American interests, generally at very low cost to the state.  Occasionally the relationship could 

become increasingly transactional with American citizens making escalating demands or placing 

undue burdens on U.S. representatives overseas.  In some cases, recalibration was necessary.  

Historian Eileen Scully sees American expatriates, or “sojourners” as she calls them, in the 

1890s as “colonial,” yet identifies considerable tension between them and the federal 

government.100  In her words, “the anomalies of America’s ‘China District’ gave sojourners the 

upper hand in the allegiance-for-protection bargain.”101  Therefore in the early twentieth century 

Congress established a U.S. District Court for China, in part to limit negative behavior of 

Americans in China, including actions that might adversely impact U.S. interests.  The new court 

curbed the power of consuls on judicial matters and shifted it to the American court system.102   
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 The influence of American expatriates and their institutions in China was undermined by 

the Boxer Rebellion, which upended expatriate life in China as its adherents attacked foreign 

schools and Y.M.C.A. buildings.103  The Boxer Rebellion continued the long-standing pattern of 

“missionary troubles” in the Shandong region of China.104  The perceived threat American and 

other missionaries posed was not just religious but also in their criticism of cultural customs.105  

The rising anti-foreign sentiment Americans faced in China was compounded as many lived in 

rural communities in the interior where foreign officials could not offer much protection. When 

the tension came to a head, the Chinese government on June 20, 1900 ordered the foreign 

community to depart within twenty-four hours.  Efforts to evacuate foreigners from Beijing were 

complicated by lack of protection for travel to the coast and the murder of the German minister, 

Clemens von Ketteler.  Instead, Americans sheltered in compounds in the area of the city 

dominated by foreign legations.106  In other less secure areas, Chinese Christians and foreigners 

were targeted for death.  After the Boxers attacked foreign legations in Beijing, foreign militaries 

responded.107  The American military action marked one of its most forceful defenses of 

expatriates throughout its history.  Yet it must be noted this intervention was made in concert 

with other foreign powers, thus posing a more limited risk. 

American missionaries at the time debated the balance and relationship between 

proselytizing and educating.  To achieve their objectives, they established countless schools in 

Constantinople, Aintab, Jaffa, and Tehran, among other places.  Many of these were small and/or 
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short lived.  Some were closely tied to the head or founder.  For example, the American girls’ 

school in Tehran was intended to be a “Mount Holyoke in Persia,” modeled on the alma mater of 

the head of the girls’ school.108  Others came to be permanent institutions in their communities 

that forged strong ties among American expatriates, members of the local community, and the 

U.S. state. 

Robert College 

One of the most significant institutions created by Americans abroad, Robert College, 

planted an outpost of American ideas in the capital of the Ottoman Empire.  The establishment of 

institutions like Robert College often predated the expansion of U.S. commercial interests in a 

locale.  One observer noted that U.S. economic interests remained limited in the Ottoman empire 

in the nineteenth century: “The greatest interest we have here is our missionary enterprises, our 

Bible House, and Robert College.  There may be in reserve for our petroleum and cotton fabrics 

a future market of some consequence.  But as yet it is in embryo.”109   

Christopher Robert, the school’s namesake, first encountered Cyrus Hamlin, Robert 

College’s founder, during a visit to Constantinople.  He saw bread that reminded him of loaves 

he knew in the United States, and he inquired who had made it.  He met Hamlin, the baker, and 

learned about his work serving wounded soldiers through laundry and bakery businesses.110  

Hamlin adopted Turkish dress and habits, which was uncommon among American 

missionaries.111  When James H. and William B. Dwight later approached Robert about a project 

to build an American school in Constantinople he thought of Hamlin as the appropriate person to 
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lead the effort.112  Robert donated generously to the initiative and charged Hamlin with buying 

land and building the college’s first building.  Overall, Robert donated more than $600,000 to the 

school with its subsequent funding coming from its US-based board of trustees.113   

Hamlin faced challenges in bestowing a name on the school that would accurately 

describe its mission but not turn potential students off.  He settled on Robert College, which had 

not been the wish of the school’s benefactor.114  Robert wanted to call the school the American 

College, but according to Washburn, “This was rejected on the ground that it had political 

significance.”  He claims Robert College was chosen also due to its ease of spelling in all 

languages of the region.115  With the new college, one observer has written that Hamlin sought to 

build “a good Christian institution for general education ... having the character of a New 

England college.”116   In contrast to other American missionaries, Hamlin wanted to offer general 

education in English rather than theological training.117 

The intention was to create a school that was Christian in nature but not linked to the 

ABCFM mission, although initially the college operated in a building the ABCFM lent rent free.  

Early on Harvard donated two hundred volumes to the school’s library, and a small gift of 

$2,120 was raised to build a library.118  Hamlin and Robert worked to fundraise in the United 

States between late 1860 and early 1861.  Robert continued funding the school at $10,000 
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annually and extended a loan for more construction on campus.119  Hamlin worked to build the 

college buildings by hand.120  He also returned to the United States in 1871-2 to raise an 

endowment for the school.   

As a Protestant, Hamlin faced challenges in purchasing land for the college, and John P. 

Brown of the American legation went with Hamlin as he met with Turkish officials in 1861 to 

secure their permission to open the school.121 Hamlin also called upon the British ambassador for 

assistance when he felt as though U.S. diplomats did not have enough influence with the 

Ottomans to help him achieve his objectives.  According to Washburn, “Many of the ministers 

sent here to represent the United States have had no interest whatever in the Americans resident 

in Turkey and have had as little to do with them as possible...if it had not been for our intimate 

relations with the British Embassy, the College would have fared very badly.”122   

Yet, chroniclers of the school have asserted that American officials engaged in “gunboat 

diplomacy” to ensure the college’s future after Hamlin endured challenges in acquiring land and 

securing permission to open his school.  They point to the arrival of the U.S.S. Franklin in the 

Dardanelles and Admiral David Glasgow Farragut pressuring Turkish officials at a banquet, 

asking, “Why can’t something be done about settling the Robert College question?”123  

Farragut’s arrival was spurred by a request to Secretary of State William H. Seward for 

assistance.  Seward also approached the Turkish minister in Washington to resolve the 

problem.124  Aided by these high-level interventions, Hamlin began construction on April 7, 

1869.  To staff the college, Hamlin turned to other American missionaries in the area, including 
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Rev. Henry A. Schauffler and Rev. George A. Perkins.  The college began instruction on 

September 16, 1863.  By the 1867-8 academic year, 102 students enrolled.125  

The United States also signaled its support for the school by dispatching its military for 

protection.  For example, the U.S. navy sent ships to Istanbul in 1877 to protect Americans at 

Robert College.  Washburn wrote about the appearance of American warships, “Their presence 

here was an assurance of protection, and it was a joy to see the American flag on the 

Bosporus.”126  That summer Washburn reported, “It was well for us that we had American men 

of war in the harbor, and that the officers and Mr. Maynard were frequent visitors at the 

College.”127   

The Christian school was nondenominational and multi-lingual, with ten languages 

represented among the first eighty students.  The decision to teach in English was due to the 

language’s status as neutral among the many languages spoken by its students and a desire to use 

textbooks in that language.128  Initially the school had very low enrollment and only served 

expatriate children (three English and one American), but that changed over time.  Later 

Bulgarian, Greek, Turkish, and Armenian children all attended.129  It would become one of the 

most significant American institutions in the region.  In its first seventeen years, Robert College 

graduated a thousand students who went on to lead several countries.130   Two became prime 

ministers of Turkey, and the first two prime ministers of Bulgaria were also Robert College 

graduates.131   
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Prominent Americans who passed through Constantinople often visited Robert College, 

demonstrating it was a recognized outpost of the United States in Turkey.  In a further signal of 

support from high-level U.S. officials, former Secretary of State William Seward spoke at the 

opening of Hamlin Hall on July 4, 1871.  According to George Washburn, a missionary who 

later became president of Robert College, Seward “was a physical wreck,” but “his presence on 

this occasion impressed the Turkish government and all Constantinople with the idea that the 

College was under the special patronage as well as protection of the government of the United 

States.”132  In 1872 General William Tecumseh Sherman visited Constantinople and, according 

to Washburn, “made an admirable address to the students and made it apparent to the Sultan and 

to all the city that Robert College was an intuition honored by the government of the United 

States.”133  U.S. officials in the Ottoman empire also shared in the life of the school.  For 

example, in 1888 Oscar Straus, the American minister in Constantinople, participated in the 

college’s commencement exercises.134   

School leaders were cognizant of the shifting roles they sometimes played.  American 

missionary and later president of Robert College Caleb Frank Gates wrote, “successful or not, 

the work of a missionary or of an educator in a foreign land must often be an exercise in 

diplomacy.”135  To that end, Robert College leaders sought to shape U.S. policy toward the 

Ottoman empire.  Washburn went to Washington to lobby Secretary of State James G. Blaine 

and several senators against a treaty with Turkey that would denationalize American citizens.  It 

was later withdrawn.  Washburn also met with President Roosevelt at the White House in 1902, 
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at his invitation.136  

In a separate instance, however, Robert College officials leaned on British officials, 

revealing a perception that Britain might be more receptive to school leaders’ concerns or better 

able to intervene.  Washburn and Albert Long, a teacher at Robert College with deep ties to 

Bulgaria through missionary work there, supplied the British ambassador with information about 

Ottoman repression against Bulgarians in 1876, seeking to avoid the “complete destruction” of 

the “Bulgarian people.”137  Hamlin’s pro-Bulgarian position led to a split among Hamlin and his 

colleagues as well as an end to the enrollment of Turkish students until nearly the end of the 

nineteenth century, leading to a decline of the influence of the college on westernizers within 

Turkey.138   

School leaders intentionally gave prominent Americans tours of the college when they 

visited Istanbul.  One donor who was converted after visiting the campus was the gun 

manufacturer Philo Remington who donated $5,000.139  John S. Kennedy and his wife, who 

would become important benefactors of the school, first visited in May 1988 when, after hearing 

that  Kennedy had fallen ill, Washburn invited them to the college to recuperate.  Thereafter the 

couple were strong supporters.140  Kennedy served as chair of the board and willed the school 

money after his death.141  In addition to Kennedy, trustees such as Cleveland H. Dodge and 

William Sloane supported the school financially and enabled it to undertake construction of 

Albert Long Hall, Kennedy Lodge, Dodge Gymnasium, and Washburn Hall.142   
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Robert College was a site for the dissemination of American culture.  To give one 

example, Gates introduced basketball to Robert College in 1906-7, potentially the first time the 

sport was played in Turkey.143  Gates and his sons also used to play baseball on the school’s 

grounds.144  Staff at Robert College also shared American culture through the celebration of U.S. 

holidays such as Thanksgiving.  Historian Joseph Grabill uses the term “educational 

internationalism” to talk about the creation of an empire of American educational institutions.  In 

his view, this program was most “revolutionary” with the creation of the Constantinople 

Woman’s College in 1871; girls’ and women’s education were key elements of expatriate 

educational efforts.145   

Syrian Protestant College 

Observers have seen Syrian Protestant College (SPC) as “the first fruit of the influence of 

Robert College in leading to the foundation of similar institutions in all mission fields.”146  The 

school incorporated in 1864 in New York and opened two years later.  Daniel Bliss, the school’s 

first president, fundraised in the United States in that decade, garnering more than $100,000.147  

Bliss had studied at Amherst and then Andover seminary, as many of the American missionaries 

who traveled to the Middle East did.148  He left the United States with his new wife in December 

1855 and traveled to Beirut where they learned Arabic and engaged in humanitarian work.149  

Bliss first served as the principal of a girls’ boarding school in Mount Lebanon before he was 
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selected as the president of a new college in Beirut.  In his aspiration to deliver a “modern” and 

diverse education, Bliss modeled the SPC on his alma mater Amherst, part of a pattern of 

American missionaries seeking to replicate their New England colleges.150  Bliss asserted the 

college’s independence from state authority: “Our College has absolutely no connection with 

politics of any kind, and of course does not receive any sort of financial support from the United 

States Government.  It is very generally recognized as a purely philanthropic intuition.” 151  The 

school did not celebrate American national holidays.152   

The college, like other missionary educational institutions abroad, relied on philanthropic 

support from Americans.153  The Dodge family, of the Phelps Dodge Company wealth, was a 

significant supporter of SPC.  The professional and personal ties between the Blisses and Dodges 

began when D. Stuart Dodge traveled in the Middle East after his graduation from Yale and met 

Bliss.  D. Stuart’s father, William E. Dodge, helped his son and Bliss found SPC by organizing a 

board of trustees, beginning the close association of the families for generations.154   

Following Bliss’ aspirations, the instruction at SPC was often likened to education at an 

American college.155  Bliss had traveled to Constantinople in 1871 to discuss Robert College’s 

first building with Hamlin.  Thereafter SPC built three buildings in two years.  In the 1880s D. 

Stuart Dodge donated a significant sum to construct Ada Dodge Memorial Hall in honor of his 
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daughter.156  George Edward Post, an American missionary who became a medical professor at 

SPC, served as “the College diplomat,” negotiating agreements with Ottoman authorities in 

Constantinople and Germans regarding the school’s hospital.157   

Initially the students at SPC and other similar institutions came from Christian minorities 

but some Muslim students also slowly began attending.158  Jewish and Muslim students were 

required to attend religious services at SPC, a policy that would later produce controversy.159  

Early on, education was delivered in Arabic.  The change to English-language instruction came 

in 1882 as a result of fewer Arabic-speaking teaching staff.  The first graduation ceremony was 

held in 1870, with five students graduating with BAs.  Bliss’ tenure oversaw the graduation of 

six hundred students.160  John R. Mott, head of the YMCA, said about SPC, “The S.P.C. is one of 

the three most important institutions in all Asia.  In fact, I know of no college, which has, within 

one generation, accomplished a larger work, and which today has a larger opportunity.”  He 

added, “It has practically created the medical profession in the Levant.”161   

American Farm School 

After the establishment of Robert College and SPC, an American missionary in 

Thessaloniki, Greece formed a different type of educational institution.162  The founder of the 

Thessaloniki Agricultural and Industrial Institute, later known as the American Farm School, 

John Henry House saw the school as “an American outpost in the Balkans,” which would 
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religiously inspire boys in the region.163  The ABCFM was not interested in funding House’s 

school, but missionary Ellen M. Stone, whose kidnapping will be discussed later in the chapter, 

donated $500.164  Revered Irving Metcalf put up another $500 and that enabled the school to 

purchase land for the school.165  The school was incorporated in New York in 1903, and a board 

of trustees was established.  House and his wife began living on the campus three years later.  He 

had come to the region as a missionary in 1872 and initially devoted one third of his time on the 

school and two thirds to working for the ABCFM.  In 1910, House left the ABCFM and began to 

run the school full time.   

English was the language of instruction, in part as a way of bridging the different 

languages spoken by the students but also so the teachers could utilize British and American 

textbooks, which were regarded as superior.  The students were required to attend Protestant 

services at the school.  The school offered full scholarships to all students and discounts on room 

and board, which enabled it to support a number of orphans and very poor students.166   

The school served the broader community in a number of ways, including as a significant 

weather recording station and as home of the only production of pasteurized milk in the country.  

The school cooperated with the U.S. government, including with the Department of Agriculture 

on a project to breed grapes resistant to the pest phylloxera.167   

American School for Classical Studies in Athens (ASCSA) 

Beyond those motivated to proselytize or practice their faith, Americans who wished to 
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study and create also established long-lasting and significant cultural and educational 

institutions.  Among the first was the American School for Classical Studies in Athens 

(ASCSA).168  The ASCSA was founded through the efforts of a number of universities and 

colleges in the United States; initially ten colleges contributed $3000 to establish the school in 

1881.  In later years, the school developed an endowment, expanded its physical presence in 

Athens, and benefited from the support of fifty American institutions.169 

Whereas other foreign schools in Athens, such as the German, British, and French 

schools, were funded through their home governments, the American school did not receive 

support from the United States.170  Instead, it was the king of Greece, George I, who gave the 

ASCSA its land in 1886.171  The school’s endowment was seeded by financier John D. 

Rockefeller, Jr.172  Subsequent gifts from American donors, including J. P. Morgan, funded 

excavations and publications.173  The Carnegie Corporation gave $200,000 to help the school 

accept the gift of the Gennadius library.174  Over time the separation between the school and the 

U.S. government would subside, and, as will be shown in later chapters, in the twentieth century 

their efforts would become increasingly intertwined.  The school also served as a gathering point 

for Americans resident in Athens.175   
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The student body was small, if diverse.  Very few students enrolled in the initial years of 

the school.  Early on the school accepted male and female fellows but did not have 

accommodation for women.  One notable early student was John Wesley Gilbert, who was 

African American and studied at ASCSA in the 1890-1 school year.  Faculty urged ASCSA 

students to spend their time in Athens not reading Greek literature, which could be done 

anywhere, but instead to study in ways that were only possible in Greece.176  Following that 

advice, during his time in Greece, Gilbert traveled around Greece, including in the company of 

three white women.  Like many other Black American expatriates, his time in Greece thus freed 

him from the racial constraints of late nineteenth century America.177 

American Academy in Rome 

The renowned architect Charles McKim believed his time studying in Europe had been 

formative for his career, and this conviction motivated him to found what would become the 

American Academy in Rome.178  American architects and artists gathered for the World’s 

Columbian Exposition in 1893 hatched the idea to establish an American art school in Europe, 

and McKim took the lead in spearheading the initiative.  His intention was to seek support from 

U.S. institutions that would send their students to Rome for a course of study.  The school, first 

called the American School of Architecture in Rome, opened in October 1894 and was 

subsequently incorporated in New York in 1895.  Two years later it was reorganized as the 

American Academy in Rome and secured congressional recognition in 1905.  The Academy 

raised $1,000,000 for its endowment with $100,000 commitments from a number of wealthy 
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individuals and foundations.  Principal funders included the Carnegie Foundation and the 

Rockefeller Foundation as well as J.P. Morgan, Sr., J.P. Morgan, Jr., John D. Rockefeller, Jr., 

McKim, and William K. Vanderbilt.  The American School of Classical Studies in Rome joined 

the American Academy in Rome in 1911, bringing two schools – Classical Studies and Fine Arts 

– under the umbrella of the academy. 

In its early days, the academy’s finances were insecure, and the staff at the school often 

waited for funds from its American supporters to buy coal and wood or undertake building 

renovations.179  Early on the academy relied upon the support of several members of the local 

“American colony” to support the academy.  For example, it deputized the U.S. ambassador in 

Rome Henry White to act as its agent in the procurement and transfer of property.180  Similarly, 

when the school needed an interim director, the rector of the American Church in Rome, Dr. R. 

J. Nevin, was appointed the role.  He was surprised to discover the dire financial condition of the 

academy – it was behind on its rent and payments to staff.181  The school’s housing was 

precarious at first as well until the school’s resources were enhanced by the gift of the 

seventeenth century Villa Aurelia as a bequest.   

The creation of these educational institutions signaled an American commitment to 

permanent outposts abroad.  Their establishment in places as diverse as Italy, Greece, and the 

Ottoman empire revealed the geographic range of American inroads and interests.  Ultimately 

they pressed U.S. officials into earlier and more vigorous protection of American interests than  

might have been anticipated.  In subsequent decades, these institutions would become significant 

sites on which American engagement with the world would play out and their leaders would 
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serve as key actors in American empire building. 

Dangers and Interventions 

Amidst the expansion of American influence abroad, American expatriates increasingly 

turned to U.S. government officials for support for the rights that American missionaries had to 

their property and schools.  Prominent Americans involved in missionary work, including Stuart 

Dodge, pressed U.S. president Theodore Roosevelt to ensure Americans enjoyed the same 

privileges as Europeans in the Ottoman Empire.182  He did take action in 1903 when spurred on 

by mistaken information that the U.S. Vice Consul in Beirut William C. Magelssen had been 

killed, Roosevelt deployed the European Squadron to Beirut.  The ships were not sufficiently 

intimidating, and Roosevelt did not want to risk a military skirmish, so initially the ships were 

removed. But, when the Ottomans would not accede to American demands, they returned.  In 

this instance they were part of a broader effort to demonstrate American naval power in the 

Mediterranean.  Roosevelt added a stop in Athens, which was not too distant from Ottoman ports 

to pressure imperial authorities.  And pressure was necessary.  According to historian William 

Hourihan, “Turkish sensitivity to American diplomacy was quite clearly related to the degree of 

coercion Roosevelt was able or willing to apply.”183  Eventually the authorities capitulated and 

asserted “that there should be no distinction between American schools and those of other 

nationalities.”184 

The Consular Bureau of the Department of State was responsible for the protection of 

American citizens and U.S. business interests.185  Consular officials helped to register births, 
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marriages, and deaths of U.S. citizens.  They also worked to return bodies to the United States 

and address the property of American citizens who died in their jurisdiction.  The United States  

protected its citizens through diplomatic agreements.  For example, it had signed a Treaty of 

Amity, Commerce and Navigation in 1830 with the Ottoman Empire.  The United States and the 

Ottoman Empire agreed to an additional commercial treaty in 1862, and an American diplomat 

arrived the subsequent year.  The capitulations meant that American goods were free of tax and 

Americans were untouched by many Ottoman laws.186   

Despite such formal protections, in several instances, Americans were exposed to danger.  

Most notable were high-profile kidnappings and attacks on U.S. citizens.  First, the State 

Department became involved after Presbyterian missionary Anna Melton who was assaulted.  It 

sought punishment for the offenders and stronger protections for American missionaries from 

Ottoman authorities.187  The lack of protection afforded American missionaries, in the view of 

the ABCFM, was due to the Ottoman perception of the U.S. government as “so distant and 

ineffective.”188 

Second, Ellen Stone, an American missionary, was kidnapped in September 1901.  Stone, 

who was traveling in the Macedonian interior with her Bible and a small pin of the American 

flag, was seized with Bulgarian missionary Katerina Tsilka.  Stone’s kidnapping may have been 

one of the “unforeseen consequences of world power,” in that the rising stature of the United 

States may have made her a more attractive target.189  Stone’s case prompted considerable 

interest in newspapers such as the New York World and New York Herald and among the 
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American public.  In part because of the long duration of Stone’s ordeal, she was held in 

captivity for more than five months, her case marked the United States’ “first modern hostage 

crisis.”190  Perhaps surprisingly Stone’s captivity was marked by one element of normalcy - they 

celebrated Thanksgiving in detention with a turkey one of their guards had killed for them.  

Despite that generosity, in their months of captivity, the conditions were stark, particularly for 

Tsilka who gave birth.191   

Once informed of the kidnaping, a local missionary Dr. Henry House, who would later 

found what became known as the American Farm School, reached out to American officials in 

Thessaloniki and Constantinople.192  The U.S. minister cabled Washington, but that message 

seems to have been caught up in the chaos after the shooting of President William McKinley on 

September 6, 1901.   

At the time, the United States did not have a policy for how it should respond to a U.S. 

citizen being kidnapped overseas.  Although the United States was growing in its power, it was 

not ready to land troops to free Stone.  Yet the government faced a serious crisis; the hostage 

takers threatened to execute their prisoners if the ransom, an astronomical sum – 25,000 Turkish 

lira or $110,000 at the time, was not paid within a specified timeline.  Working together with the 

evangelical weekly The Christian Herald, Stone’s family sought to raise funds to pay her ransom 

and expected that the American Board would supplement their funds.  The fundraising drive was 

very successful, but news of its coffers may have inflated the ransom paid for Stone.193  Stone’s 

family also reached out to the secretary of state John Hay.194  Roosevelt wanted the Board, its 
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missionaries, and any other “traveler in these wild lands” to know that the “American 

Government has no power to pay the ransom of anyone who happens to be captured by brigands 

or savages.”195  Roosevelt likened missionaries to soldiers whose profession sent them into “wild 

lands” and left them at risk.  Roosevelt thought women “have no earthly business to go out as 

missionaries into these wild countries.”196   

In a parallel effort Charles Dickinson, the U.S. consul, traveled to Bulgaria to secure 

Stone’s release (although the kidnapping had happened in Turkey, some believe Bulgarian 

nationalists were responsible).  Dickinson was opposed to paying a ransom, regarding doing so 

as a sign of American weakness.  Indeed his instructions from Washington were to adopt “strict 

reticence” while seeking her release.  Pursuing a different tack, Dickinson began to plan for a 

military rescue, leading chargé d’affairs Spencer Eddy to cable Washington with concern;  Hay 

ultimately directed Dickinson against this course.197   

With a military solution dismissed, Dickinson did negotiate with the kidnappers’ 

representatives in Sofia.198  George Washburn also became involved in negotiations to free Stone 

by traveling to Bulgaria and to meet with several high-level officials who were Robert College 

graduates.199  Washburn writes, “It is my belief that she might have been set at liberty within a 

few days after her capture and for a small sum of money if the affair had been settled quietly at 

the outset.  But whatever mistakes may have been made here, it was the American newspapers 

and the public there which was chiefly responsible for the long delay and the large sum paid for 

her ransom.”200  U.S. officials ultimately paid the ransom, raised from 2,264 concerned 
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individuals, of $66,000 in gold.201  From Washburn’s perspective, the efforts to free Stone were 

“horribly mismanaged from the first,” a concern that John S. Kennedy conveyed to U.S. 

president Theodore Roosevelt.202  Kennedy later expressed anxiety to Washburn that the public 

fundraising to pay Stone’s ransom could make other Americans the target of brigands in the 

Ottoman Empire.203   

The kidnapping had a number of other consequences for U.S. interests in the region.  

First, after the resolution of the kidnapping, the sultan closed some American missionary 

schools.  American naval ships then steamed toward Turkey, stopping off the coast of Smyrna in 

mid-1904, which prompted the Turkish government to relent on American missionary 

institutions.204  Second, in the wake of Stone’s release, Congress passed legislation to reimburse 

the contributors to her ransom payment.  The State Department had assured the ABCFM that 

“every effort will be made to obtain reimbursement” for any ransom payment raised by the board 

or Stone’s loved ones.  The American government in turn wanted to be repaid by the sultan, at 

least through an indemnity.205  Given the circumstances surrounding the kidnapping, ascertaining 

if it was citizens of Bulgaria or the Ottoman Empire who committed the crime was difficult.  The 

U.S. government therefore hesitated to compel Ottoman authorities to pay for the ransom 

payment and accepted that responsibility instead. 

A third high-profile action targeting an American was the kidnapping of Ion Perdicaris in 

Morocco, which precipitated a diplomatic and military incident when Roosevelt sent the South 
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Atlantic squadron to join the Mediterranean squadron in signaling U.S. interest in the case.206  It 

was one of the most notable instances in which the U.S. government mobilized on behalf of a 

citizen.207  Perdicaris had lived in Tangier, Morocco as part of the American colony there for 

some years.208  Rather than being driven by anti-Americanism or a sense that Americans were an 

easy or remunerative target, Raisuli, a Moroccan bandit, seized Perdicaris to gain leverage 

against the Ottoman sultan.209  The U.S. representative in Tangier Consul-General Samuel F. 

Gummeré demanded that the Ottoman government take responsibility for securing Perdicaris’ 

safety and called in reinforcements from the U.S. navy.210  At least seven American ships arrived 

in Tangier.   

The U.S. government mobilized quickly because Roosevelt was enraged at the assault on 

an American citizen, writing, “Our position must be to demand the death of those that harm him 

if he is harmed.”211  Secretary of State John Hay sent a famous telegram demanding “Perdicaris 

Alive or Raisuli Dead.”212  Ultimately the sultan resolved the case by paying $70,000 in ransom 

to Raisuli and $4,000 to the consulate for its expenses and those of others involved in the 

incident.213  Perdicaris praised the U.S. government for its “brilliant” “energy” in securing his 

and his stepson’s release.214 

In the late nineteenth century, the broad patterns that would characterize the influence of 
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expatriates on U.S. foreign relations had begun to emerge.  Significant numbers of Americans 

began moving abroad individually, in small groups, and en masse.  They formed American 

“colonies” or communities in diverse locales.  They often established institutions that 

figuratively and literally planted the American flag overseas.  These organizations and the 

Americans who worked at them had positive benefits in terms of the spread of American 

influence internationally but also presented risks to the U.S. government as the need to protect 

Americans from diverse threats in new places arose. 


